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Trifocal
Islamic
Peoples
Cosmology

The Journey of the
Andu-Shalelian
People
Two Decades and Beyond
Upon his arrival in Senegal, Muhammad disembarks at the Yoff Airport,
Dakar. The temperature is warm; the
air filled with the smell of conversations of life and the salt rising from
the sea joins the wind, as if it wants
to provide an embrace. Muhammad
takes a deep breath with a smile
which seems to suggest that his being
has been longing for this re-connect
and in this moment his body is filled
with a glow. Mahmoud is drawn to
this smile and asks Muhammad
“What is so funny my brother?” With

this glow and his lungs filled with
that historic sense of connection,
Muhammad responds by saying this
place reminds him of Kingston, Jamaica, with its surrounding spitz of
land mass and the aroma is consistent
with the ones that resonate deep
within my psyche as a boy! Mahmoud responds with “Hah! That’s
good! Muhammad. Yes, the environments and peoples are similar!” The
various conversations that now fill
the air in the language of the land,
(Continued on page 2)

Historical Context & Introduction
Throughout the march of humanity towards better understanding improved ways of connecting with the cosmos, as in the story of the Dogon Peoples of Mali, who have been following
planet X for eons1, or in the epic work of the noted biologist Dr. Spencer Wells whose work
on the “Human Genome Project”2 so aptly demonstrates, life as we know it in terms of the
modern typologies of the human phenotypes, does have its genesis with the migration out of
(Continued on page 2)
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Africa within the last 60,000 years. If we were to examine the
moments of transformation in these migrations the formations
that have created a sense of what is discussed in the works of A.
Al-Rahman (1999) linked to Beys’s (1992) notion of “scientific
flowering,” which identifies the contributions of the Moors to the
Renaissance in Europe, has its moments in the crossinterdisciplinary sharing of culture and faith practices among
these African peoples and the example of the migration from Africa to Andalusia by Tarik Ibn Jabal looms large within the context of a foundational moment linked to the moors (also included
in this are discussions around “People, Place and Story” as in
Meyerhoff (2001),Van Gelder (2001), and Sharpe (2001) notions
of a Homo Narrans Tradition). This notion of a “story telling
(homo narrans tradition), which is considered unique to humanity, as in this story of the “Andu-Shahelian Peoples” connected to
this work will attempt to establish those moments of reconnection
of these peoples who were connected to the entelechy that was
popularized in this region as well as communal efforts to establish that sense of continuum to this illustrious legacy pre and post
“Chattel Slavery.”

Wolof, is dynamic and
rhythmic like the conversations of the
drums in its call and
response vibrations.
He listens as men
nearby engage into
some type of bartering. In silence, Muhammad observes this
group of men, and his
smile then turns into a
little chuckle, Mahmoud turns and states,
“Now, why are you
laughing?” Muhammad says to Mahmoud that he is negotiating the price of the
trip to Touba, and one
man wants to offer a
higher price! Mahmoud responds with “La’Illaha” (there is no God
but Allah)! And he continues his response to Muhammad with,
"How do you know this and you do not speak and understand
Wolof?” Muhammad responds with, in the market place in Jamaica,
the people behave in similar ways with gestures and expressions
during bartering as observed by him during his visits to the market
as a child. Mahmoud remarks, “You are an interesting brother my
friend!”

As such, the work entitled: “Standing in the Prism of Timbukutu:
Touba and The Nexus with Diasporic Peoples” (published in the
2007, Special Publication of MICA: ‘Contributions of the Diaspora in the Development of Muridism’ ”), speaks to the historic
narrative voices of what this article now seeks to capture in the
story of continuum and connections with West African Islamic
faith and cultural praxis traditions. As a dynamic sense of story
this narrative represents varying voices that have occurred during
this sojourn of “Andu-Shahaelian Peoples” to reestablish links
with the lands of their ancestors via varied forms of reconnection
appropriately entitled Hijrah (migration), by the works of A. AlRahman (1994, 1997, 2005)3 in his discussion on this subject, and
equally as well, a theme that the works of Dannin (2002) seek to
approximate in his writing on this subject. This movement of
people associated with migration for various reasons, a discussion
posed by Islamology sees the Hijrah (migration) of the Holy

Following the agreement to take the small delegation to Touba after
this bartering was concluded, the bags and other items are loaded
upon the roof rack of the van and the remaining items are placed
inside the vehicle. The ride into the sub-Sahara begins, and as the
group travel deeper into this region you can begin to feel the difference in temperature. Interchangeably the men take turns to point out
places of significance to Muhammad in this late night ride on route
to this “City of Lights.” Somewhere out side the region of Diroubel,
Muhammad is told to look into the distance to see if he can see the
light on top of the tallest minaret of this great Mosque in Touba (the
Lamp Fall), thus with a searching eye like a mariner, he stares into
the distance and sees a blue light in the distance, and he his given
affirmation that that is the light mentioned earlier. A stop is made at
what appears to be an ancient Mosque in the city of Diroubel and
he is told that this place has very important significance to the
Murid community.
At about 6.00am in the early morning, the van stops at what appears
to be a bakery and the activities are bustling, which to Muhammad’s delight provides yet another reminder of his grandmother’s
old neighborhood in Craig Town, Kingston, Jamaica. The people
are warm, courteous, and Muhammad is introduced as a visitor who
is here to attend the great Magal. Suddenly the moments for picture
taking add to his sense of belonging and connection. The van then
enters the precinct of Touba via the checkpoint with a sign that
clearly states: “No Smoking Allowed,” at last we have arrived at
this “City of Lights!”

Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) from Medina to Mecca as embracing
all the aspects of these various migrations as exemplified in the
ones mentioned above.

The route leading into this city is filled with activities of people
traveling on various means of transportation there is horseback,
camel, trucks, caravans of vans, and horse-drawn carts. Merchants

In this narrative, which seeks to capture this unique story of
“Journey of the Andu-Shahelian People,”4 M’Muballigh Muham(Continued on page 3)
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are busy exhibiting their goods. The street merchants run to the
vehicles to peddle their goods. For a moment it appears as though
he is turning through the pages of Ibn Battuta's historiography and
ethnology on a description of ancient Timbuktu. It is only the stop
and go movement of the van that jolts his memory and it reminds
him that he is being transported in the year 1989 not the fourteenth
century. Suddenly, Muhammad is thrust again into Ibn Battuta’s
description of Timbuktu, Jenne, and the ancient city of Gao. Once
again Muhammad looks and sees a structure of such grandeur and
majesty, that he is now having a catalyzing experience that takes
him to the movies of childhood and links him with films like the
Journeys of Ali Baba, Sinbad the Sailor, and Tales of the Arabian
Nights. But in reality Muhammad is now looking at the Grand
Mosque of Touba. At that moment Muhammad is spellbound by the
sense of reverence that is displayed by the people as they remove
their shoes and slippers as they enter this sea of sand before entering this Mosque. Additionally, this moment of contemplation provides Muhammad with yet another moment for keen observation of
the phenotype of peoples which is not only reminiscent of the clothing worn in old Timbuktu but the
facial typologies of these people that
is so intermittently linked to the
ones he remembers from his childhood days in Kingston Jamaica,
while visiting the market place with
his mother, or activities linked to the
presence of peoples in attendance to
a Jamaica’s Independence Day
Celebration.

(Continued from page 2)

mad Abd Al-Rahman and his son Yusef, share a story that was
passed on by his father (Abi Luqman Yanus Elliston). Additionally, it is also linked to the varied discussions that have taken
place over years between the Muslims of this region who have
shared their stories in various forms
linked to cultural praxis and how in
the process of discovery they are
now more aware of West African
Islamic connections. These stories
were contained in stories from father to son in the “Ananci and Itikuma Fables”5 told to Muhammad
by his father, and the ones he shared
with his classmates during story
hour in primary school. Additionally, this notion of a journey is also
associated with the faith and cultural
praxis traditions of the Island of
Jamaica, where Muhammad was
raised and experienced various expression of spirituality connected to a synergistic African-peoples
cosmology via its Coptic and Pocomina expressions as examples
of religious discourse among these peoples.

A visit is arranged to see Seringe
Muhammad Mourtada M’Backe,
who receives Muhammad and members of his delegation. A translator
is provided. Seringe Mourtada gives
some instructions and Muhammad is taken to see the Khalifa General, Seringe Abdul Kadir M’Backe, and they are escorted by
Sheikh Mourtalla Amar (a senior member of the Sheikh’s entourage) who makes the appropriate links of protocol with Sheikh Mamoun Nyang (the secretary of the Khalifa). The formalities for such
a visit are necessary and always observed. Next a visit is made to
N’Dama: Daroul’Alim ‘al Khabeer (the center of great learning),
which houses the head office of the El-Azhaar School system. Another visit is made to Ain’Rahmati (the spring of mercy) and then
the final visitation to the house of Seringe Basiour Mbacke (a son
of Seringe of Mourtada) where the delegation is provided refreshments and a meal as per the Sheik’s instructions. The following
year (1990), Muhammad makes another visit to see Seringe Mourtada, at his residence in Pascel Asine (a location in Dakar). Seringe
Mourtada is clad in a Black Moroccan styled Khaftan, and he welcomes Muhammad who is accompanied by Jawarah Hassan and her
son Ibrahim. They have traveled to this location escorted by Seringe
Khasim M’Backe (a son of Seringe Mourtada) for this meeting. His
instructions are clear and he tells Muhammad that he is traveling to
Italy and that Khasim will have to stay with them until their visits to
the various schools are completed. At the end of which the Sheik is
expecting Khasim to provide him with a report on Muhammad’s
decision based upon those meetings.
The visits took Muhammad to a classic Franco-Arab school in Dakar, to Gegueweye, Dakar, Thies, Diroubel and N’Dame (these

As we begin to embark upon this journey of these people as told
(Continued on page 4)
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other named locations were the schools within the El-Azhaar
system), where he met with the director/principal at each location. However, during the visit to N’Dame, Muhammad met with
Sheikh Moustafa Leye (the director of the main El-Azhaar campus)8, who was given instructions to work with them due to the
fact that our plans were to house the “Hijrah Institute” at this
location, given its proximity to Touba. An experience of epic
proportions occurred during this trip to meet with Sheikh
Moustafa Leye at a place called “Buntu’ Backe” (the door of
Backe). On entering this location, a compound of fable epic stories from the narratives of Andalusia appears on the horizon, the
“Star and Crescent motifs” on the Mosque seem to point towards
the Holy Kaaba (in Mecca). Its artwork on the walls are of exceptional grace and beauty and the walls captivate your attention.
Soft colors of creamy-peach and pastel-green is hypnotizing –
and in that moment Khasim says in his quiet demeanor, “Seringe
Mourtada would like to purchase this house for the project, and
he would like to hear your opinion before he makes his final decision!” Still awed in that moment of contemplation, Muhammad
responded by saying how utterly impossible it would be refuse
such a gift! In this embrace of experience with the winds from the
Sahara swayed by its Andu-Shahelian temperament coming
across land from the straits of Gibraltar the limousine makes its
way to the residence of the (new) Khalifah General Seringe Salihou M’Backe whose house is perched on the spiral of the northern end of the great Mosque of Touba.

in the story, the ubiquitous theme of “Reparation and Repatriation”
forms a unique alliance and remains an ever present feature as in
the art form called Reggae music, especially in the meanings that
emerge from the connections of this art form with the rhythms of
the drum, which seeks to provide an energy moment for the cries of
the people enslaved on this Island of the Antilles. In this special
publication marking the twentieth anniversary of the Murid Islamic
Community in America (MICA) celebration of Ahamadou Bamba
Week in New York, with its lecture held at the United Nations, we
will take a look at the Andu-Shahelian Peoples activities with the
community project entitled: “The Hijrah Institute Project, in a place
called Touba: City of Lights.” In this aspect of the journey that
dates back to the 1988-2008, a noble and noted religious man appears on the horizon and he makes an epic journey to reconnect
with these “Andu-Shahelian Peoples” via the local Murid Darah
(religious house) located, on East 37 Street, Brooklyn, New York6.
The protocol to establish this international study-abroad program in
N’Dame, Touba, as an entity within the El-Azhar Institute, begins
with an invitation to Muhammad by Seringe Muhammad Mourtada
M’Backe (the youngest surviving son of Ahmadou Bamba at the
time, and the founder of this institute), for him to visit Touba during
the Magal for continued discussion about the possibility of this project. Following some discussions with Seringe Mustafa M’Backe
the local religious leader of this community in Brooklyn, New York
and (a grandson of Ahmadou Bamba), Muhammad agrees to visit
Touba, accompanied by Shuei Bunji, Skeikh Boub, and Mahmoud
N’Drame7. Mahmoud agrees to be the host of Muhammad during
this trip at his home located in the village of Darou’Minan, which is
located in the vicinity of the Khalifah General house, Seringe Abdul
Khadir (who according to Murid narratives is the Imam of the grand
Mosque in Touba, for over twenty years prior to his ascension to
this office). This location also provides easy access to the Khalifah,
the grand Mosque, the Library, and the house of Seringe Mourtada
M’Backe.
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